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THE	EVERY	DAY
twisted	into	the	sky

with	your	hands

I’d	never	seen	that	blue	before

wrung	out	with

the	paper	walls

of	air

until	the	rain

soaked	through

a	smaller	patch	behind	the	grey

I’d	remember	once

and	then	again

like	the	sun

the	every	day



	

THE	OTHER	SUN
a	sudden	light

but	then	you	had	already	gone

the	eye	is	so	straight

looking	behind

a	door	to	shut

and	open

I	had	forgotten	to	ask

looking	only	once

the	whole	sky

was	there

that	bright	blue

as	if	painted	in

the	other	sun



	

EVERY	STEP
I	would	take	your	voice	uphill

in	the	heat

I	had	not	remembered	the	sun

something	had	to	break

when	you	cry	again	and	again

your	head	against	the	sky

beaten

in

to	light

the	night

is	just	as	close



	

WHEREVER
the	eyes	narrowing

in	the	door

round	mouths	of	light

that	shut

the	air

between	the	cracks

of	blue

small	windows

cut	in	the

winters	head

open	upside	down

the	ground



	

SURFACE
I	stumbled

from	the	height

and	fell

against	the	sky

broken	from	the	edge

the	cliff

black	against

the	stars

falling	from	underneath

the	ground	had

disappeared



	

SMALL	HANDS
the	mountain	shades	in	the	sun

blue

pockets	of	air

small	hands

around	the	eye

the	first	green

printed

almost	flat

the	earth



	

KNOTS
the	light

twisted

in

the	head

knotted

behind	the	eye

its	rough	edge

catches	on	the	sun

the	blue	sea	of	air



	

BURNT	VISION
the	night	in	the	head

burning	holes

to	the	sky

stars	on	the	edge

the	charred	wall

hollowed	out

the	face

from	the	sun



	

SPLIT	ROUND
a	larger	face

the	sky

lying	open

in	the	road

split

round	at	the	back

the	blue	earth

of	stones



	

BURIAL
that	bright	edge	of	sky

lined

a	solid	face

packed	in	bones

a	buried	earth

drying	flat

on	the	sheets	of	stone



	

EDGES
an	eye	of	broken	glass

the	sky	on	its	edge

at	the	top	of	the	wall

the	bright	line	of	the	day

splintered

from	the	sun

and	already	dark



	

YOUR	COLOR
I’d	drawn	the	light	into	the	face

as	if	quickly

to	watch	the	whole	sky	once

when	I	think	of	color

putting	it	on	here	and	there

yours

as	if	the	mountain	were	yours

fast	in	the	blue

but	brighter

the	sun

when	it	is	suddenly	cold



	

BLACK	FOR	WHITE
the	black	I	couldn’t	see

your	hand	from	the	page

outlines	the	ink

the	night

its	face

opened	in	white

a	light	is	broken

in	the	back

the	sharp	edge

crosses	the	eye

the	window	is	on	a	hinge

turning	the	night

to	the	other	side



	

UNDERNEATH
the	windows	cut

into	the	road

down	to	the	sky

the	earth

from	underneath

the	night	traveling

already	shut

catching	white

against

the	clouds



	

THIN	EDGE
the	day	stretched	too	thin

tearing	off

to	see

an	eye	you	hadn’t	closed

the	light	would	disappear

pulled	so	tight	with

the	breath

I	held	too	long

shall	I	go	to	look

where	the	broken	blue

has	turned	to

night



	

TALKING
you	talked	so	fast

I	hadn’t	thought

to	walk

and	the	feet

are	always	first

carried	like	children

running	so	fast

the	door	is	open

green

like	the	white	of	the	sun

to	ask

when	I	couldn’t	speak

is	it	to	remember

you	had	already	left
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